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BIPV  
Performance Failure Diagnosis 
Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ)  
from BIPV system owners 
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• How much energy can I expect to produce? 
• Is my BIPV system performing well? 
• When do I have to clean up my PV panels? 
• Is this tree casting shading on my panels? 
• How can I detect failures? 
• What can I do in case of a failure? 
• Can I trust my installer? 
Guy Leloux, Belgium 
BIPV system owner 
since 2008  Difficult to answer all these questions 
BDPV: A free Website used by  
15,000 BIPV system owners in Europe  
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10.000 instalaciones 
288 analizadas 
34  
validación 
detector 
BDPV 
15,000 BIPV systems 
1 energy data/month 
Data Analysis? 
Performance diagnosis? 
On average, BIPV systems perform 15% below quality standards 
(Analysis of 10,000 BIPV systems from BDPV, France and Belgium) 
) 
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Results published in 2 scientific publications: 
Review of the performance of residential PV systems in France, J. Leloux et al., Ren and Sust Energy Reviews, Elsevier, 2012 
Review of the performance of residential PV systems in Belgium , J. Leloux et al., Ren and Sust Energy Reviews, Elsevier, 2012 
Average PR ≈ 75% 
 
Wide differences in PR  
(from 60% to 90%) 
(or 75% ± 15%) 
 
For what reasons? 
 
BIPV professionals looking for good monitoring solutions 
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34  
validación 
detector 
Rbee Solar 
10,000 BIPV systems monitored 
1 energy data/10min 
Data Analysis? 
Performance Diagnosis? 
Fault Detection? 
Data Monitoring:  
Different systems … and costs 
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Material Data Measurement Frequency 
Error  
(%) 
Cost 
(€) 
Meter 
Accumulated 
energy 
Manual 1/month 0.5% 0€ 
Smart meter Remote 
1/10 min, 
1/h, 
1/day 
0.5% 
50-100 
€/year 
Inverter 
Output Power, 
Current, Voltage, 
Others,… 
(DC+ AC) 
Manual, 
Remote, 
Internet, 
Inexistent 
1/10 min, 
1/h, 
1/day 
Never 
1-10% 
0-50 
€/year 
Demand 
Identified 
Scientific 
Background 
R&D project 
Spin-off 
Company 
WebPV = Spin-off company (PVCROPS – UPM) 
Core business: PV performance diagnosis and fault detection  
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Monitoring data analyzed by WebPV - UPM 
BIPV: 25,000 installations; PV Plants: 100 MW 
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10.000 instalaciones 
288 analizadas 
34  
validación 
detector 
State of the Art = PR (Performance Ratio) = Poor fault detector  
WANTED: A good fault detector!!! 
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What 
we want  
(ideally)
 
What we 
get with PR  
(in reality)  
 
Novel fault detector: Performance to Peers (P2P) 
P2P = (Performance of focus BIPV system) vs (Performance of its peers) 
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Technology patented  
(Spanish Patent Nº P201430369) 
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Orientation distribution of BIPV systems and related energy losses  
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Performance to Peers (P2P)  
much more stable than Performance Ratio (PR) 
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When P2P value is far from normal  Fault detected! 
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 Fault detected  
 Proper functioning 
PR vs P2P (daily data) 
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PR vs P2P (monthly data) 
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Fault diagnosis from P2P: Grid-inverter problems 
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Fault diagnosis from P2P: Excessive soiling 
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Fault diagnosis from P2P: PV modules degradation 
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Quantification of energy losses due to faults detected by P2P  
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Installation ID Detected failures Energy losses (%) 
211069313 1 0.10 
211228133 1 0.10 
211069307 1 0.10 
210287006 1 0.10 
210225602 1 0.12 
210287091 3 0.17 
211338662 1 0.24 
211263097 2 0.33 
210424083 13 1.13 
211069267 19 2.81 
211338680 17 2.82 
210287089 30 3.01 
211069304 24 3.09 
211069276 35 5.64 
Need accurate solar irradiation data? 
The energy produced by peer BIPV systems can also provide it! 
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We identified the main differences  
in performance between PV systems 
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State of the art of PV modules: 
Real power = (Contractual power – 5%) 
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Poor quality PV modules 
- Small manufacturers 
- CIS modules 
Majority of PV modules 
- Important manufacturers  
- xSi technology 
- No correlation found between  
origin and performance 
Very good PV modules 
-xSi modules with 
positive tolerances 
-HIT modules 
 
Results on BIPV in North of Europe 
SIMILAR TO Results on PV plants in South of Europe 
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PV Module P (%) P (%) Diff (%) 
(Hidden names) [Statitics on BIPV] [In-field Meas.]   
PV1 -6.4 -7.1 0.7 
PV2 -4.6 -3.1 -1.5 
PV3 -10.7 -12.3 1.6 
PV4 -1.3 -2.1 0.8 
PV5 -6.1 -4.7 -1.4 
PV6 -2.9 -5.2 2.3 
PV7 -2.1 -2.2 0.1 
PV8 -4.2 -3.2 -1.0 
PV9 -6.4 -6.6 0.2 
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P2P analyses are available through Web services 
Data analyses for PV plants operators and investors 
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3D shading simulations – Residential PV with tree and streetlight 
3D shading simulations – PV plants with trackers on uneven ground 
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3D shading simulations – A bike! (Useless, but we are in Amsterdam…)  
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3D shading simulations – Amsterdam RAI!!! 
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3D shading simulations: come listen to Jesus! 
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Contact 
33 
Jonathan Leloux 
 
Email  jonathan.leloux@webpv.net 
Móvil  (+34) 61 68 556 69 
Skype  jonathan.leloux.solar 
Website www.webpv.net 
LinkedIn www.linkedin.com/in/jonathanleloux 
(we can also have a beer  
to discuss all this…) 
